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Name of the

Organization
Anzhi Automotive Parts Co.,Ltd

Nature of the

organization
manufacturing

Address

No. 81, weizhong road, weitang
town, xiangcheng district, suzhou
city.

Zip Code 215134

Web Site
www.anzhi-auto.cn

E-mail
yan.zhang@anzhi-auto

.cn
Contact Person ZhangYan Tel 0512-65448846

Cell Phone 18351120622 Fax

Brief

Introduction of

the

Organization

Suzhou anzhi auto parts Co.,Ltd Was founded in xiangcheng district of suzhou
city in early 2015. The company focuses on the localization engineering development
of the driver assistance system and the production level products of the radar system.
Company early positioning in driving assistant system suppliers, core algorithm for
automobile enterprise level 1 supplier for the domestic traffic road and the driver
behavior characteristics of radar and visual system hardware and software solutions,
to provide adaptive cruise, automatic emergency braking, lane departure warning,
intelligent control, intelligent speed limit headlight recognition and pedestrian barriers
such as driving auxiliary decision control algorithm with ECU chip level engineering
solutions. To support the integrated development, matching design and performance
test of Chinese brand vehicle driving auxiliary system, and to cooperate to build the
industrial chain and ecosphere of China's driving auxiliary system.

Anzhi developed with international leading level of 77 GHZ millimeter wave
radar and multi-function camera sensor, and built can fully adapt to the domestic
complex traffic road and the driver behavior characteristics of ADAS advanced
driving assistant system.

Name of the

Project Advanced driver assistance system

Industry Automotive industry
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Introduction of

the Project

In recent years, in the face of an aging population, urbanization and accelerating
the pace of life, ADAS driver assistance system based on car millimeter wave radar,
cameras, sensing unit, the complicated driving road conditions in the environment
surrounding the repetition and condition evaluation, assist the driver to drive, in some
conditions, the comprehensive control of the vehicle control, effectively reduce the
driver's manipulation conform to and road traffic accidents. Domestic ADAS system
development has "hands", but it is lack of "mind", this project is trying to build
complex to adapt to the domestic road traffic and driving characteristics of "home"
products, for the Chinese ADAS system fitted with the wisdom of the brain. Anzhi
automobile - the leader of China driving auxiliary system!

Cooperation

Conditions Dr Priority

Note
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